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    		X-PRO Lanai 150cc Moped Scooter with 12" Aluminum Wheels, Electric/Kick Start, Dual Headlights and Tail Lights!
[MC-N019]	$1,049.95 $849.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Lynda W

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/03/2024
	good moped it was easy to put together started right up after i added gas and oil                                        
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	View Product


	Joshua M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/21/2024
	Very pleased with product!

This scooter was as advertised.Speed, dimensions, assembly instructions were accurate.Arrived faster than the guaranteed timeline.So far,so good                                        
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	View Product


	juwanna M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	02/26/2024
	After 6 days and no problems. Very sporty looking, strong engine. Runs good, looks good so far.                                        


                     1 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	larry E

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/01/2024
	This is a well made scooter. Very satisfied

We have ordered some of the other brands and even the 150 scooters are made like the smaller 50 cc scooters. This scooter has larger wheels and is actually put together a lot sturdier and actually handles and rides like an adult bike. Thank you guys so much.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Jack B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/01/2023
	Very Cool Cycle. Better than the pictures, i love it.                                        


                     16 people found this helpful
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	Brandon M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/18/2023
	Great liâ€™l scoot-scoot! Especially for the money.                                        


                     14 people found this helpful
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	Justin J

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/06/2023
	The ride is smooth and quiet, 50 mph is like silk. I have had a few X-PRO bikes before and this one is leaps and bounds ahead of what I had before. The staff at psm was amazing! Thank you janine for working with me on the MSO/MCO. I will look you guys up when I buy my next bike for sure!                                        


                     8 people found this helpful
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	antoine K

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/20/2023
	For the money this motorcycle is a lot of fun and really good on fuel. It's a good vehicle to get around town and save money on gas while enjoying the ride.                                        


                     8 people found this helpful
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	Shannon E

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	07/04/2023
	Love it!                                        


                     18 people found this helpful
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	andrew S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	06/18/2023
	I love these 150cc scooters , bought 2 of them, plenty of storage under the seat, plenty of power same as the Honda half the cost, great buy!                                        


                     23 people found this helpful
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	MC-N019
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
good moped it was easy to put together started right up after i added gas and oil ..
Read all Reviews
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